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Training a Greyhound (Book 1)
At the end of a day already fraught with trouble nine years old Rhys is
devastated by the news of his missing brother. Firstly he has school
problems. With his best friend Giddy, he chases grasshoppers and gets his
clothes very dirty. He experiments with kissing a girl, April who does not
react like his brother’s girlfriends.
Urgent! Pocket Money Required (Book 2)
The school Rugby coach has arranged a trip to Twickenham to see the Welsh
team in action. Rhys and his friend Giddy make up their minds to go. BUT
they have a problem – where to get the fare? Rhys has money making ideas
gained mostly from stories of his grandfather’s boyhood.
Disasters and Delights of family celebrations (Book 3)
How do you cope with girl friends, Christmas, chicken pox and weddings
when you are nine years old? In this third book of Rhys’s adventures he gets
some sound advice to cope with fraught situations from his grandparents.
The revenge advice he receives from Uncle George, however, leads Rhys
into yet more trouble including a very strange wedding present.
The Sometimes Society (Book 4)
Rhys and his friend Giddy, decided that their girl friends, April and Ruth
could join their Society – sometimes. Between them they decide on certain
rules. As the story unfolds the rules prove to be useful. Rhys’s mother is
injured in a kitchen fire and he resolves never to leave her side again. He has
a birthday soon and his parents are concerned that he is no longer the happy
boy he once was. They make plans that include his Sometimes Society
friends to help him overcome his fears.
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